
Webinar House Keeping:
• Everyone is muted.
• Questions can be typed in the questions pane
• This webinar will be recorded and available by next week.
• We will answer questions along the way and at the end. If your question doesn’t 

get answered tonight we will have someone follow up with you with an answer or 
assistance.

Welcome to the 2018 Cookie Training! Today’s training is for the parents and 
guardians of girls who are participating NOT with a troop. We refer to these girls as 
Juliettes! Please be sure to also register for and attend training in January which 
covers our new online system Smart Cookies.

To Kick things off, this year’s program dates are February 1- March 18!
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Today’s training is presented by Hailey Workman, Product Program Director and Sam 
Digmann, Asst Director
We will be trading off speaking and answering questions in the question pane, so feel 
free to type in a question any time.
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Today’s agenda will include the following:
• The 5 Skills we are teaching girls through the Cookie Program and our council 

sponsored Kick Off events
• Things to do and know Before the Sale
• Planning for your First Cookie Order
• Things you need to do and know During the Program
• Credits and Recognitions
• And then Contests and Promotions
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While many people reference Cookie Season as the Cookies Sale, it really is a 
program and we call it that because girls are just selling a product, they are learning 
skills that will benefit them through out their lifetime.
These skills include:
Goal Setting- Setting goals and achieving them!
Decision Making- Deciding how they are going to reach those goals, and how to give 
back when they’re done.
Money Management- Counting back change, and putting their earnings to good use.
People Skills- How to talk to all different kinds of people, and sometimes how to take 
no for an answer
And Business Ethics- Representing themselves, their troop and Girl Scouts in the best 
way possible, and leaving positive lasting impressions in their communities.

All these things are powered by the Girl Scout Cookie Program. 
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To reinforce these skills, we host Cookie Kick Off events in January!
This year we are partnering with 3 colleges and universities along with the Omaha 
Lancers to provide Cookie Skill Building activities along with opportunities for girls to 
practice with College athletes using drills they use to hone their skills.
In addition, Girls in 6th grade+ will have the opportunity to attend Cookie University 
during the Des Moines & Council Bluffs events to participate in interactive sessions 
with local industry experts in sales and marketing!

Registration is open now on our event listing on the council website.
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Before the Program starts, we want you to know, you are not alone. There are teams 
of people behind you and lots of on-demand resources available to help answer 
questions and give guidance.
First, is the Juliette Guide- this is your go to resource with all the basics you need to 
know about how to participate in the program. To help you get to know this resource, 
you will notice yellow sticky notes in the upper right hand corner of your screen. You 
will see these throughout the training to let you know that the information on that 
slide can be found on a certain page in the Guide!

This Guide and supplemental resources can also be found on the website we call The 
Bridge-this is put together by our local Girl Scout staff with resources you might need 
to help you during you’re the year and specifically the Cookie program. This site is a 
great one to bookmark on your browser. To help reinforce this resource, you will see 
in the lower left hand corner a green box that says “the Bridge.” when you see this on 
a slide, it means the links or information can be found on the Bridge anytime you 
need them. 

You’ll also start receiving Shout Out! Weekly newsletters that come out at 6 PM on 
Thursdays each week from now through the end of the Cookie program- this 
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newsletter gives you the most important information for that week to help you stay 
on track!

Also provided in your guide and on the Bridge are websites with graphics printable 
items and just for fun things you can do during the program, and if you need a 
reminder about what all the lingo means you’re about to learn, you can reference 
page 9 in your Guide!
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On the very front page of the guide you will find your “getting started” check list. 
These are the things we require from you to participate in the Cookie Program:
1.   She’ll need to be a registered girl scout for this year.
2.   We need you to fill out an agreement that accepts financial responsibility for the 
product and money that will be collected during the program. 
This agreement will also get you a login to the website to order your cookies ( we will 
talk about that more next) As her guardian, you have the option for us to give you 
access to the Smart Cookies System. This will allow you to order her cookies and 
recognitions and manage almost all aspects of the program for her. If you would like 
this access, you will also need to register as a member, and complete a background 
check just like any of our volunteers. You don’t have to do this, and if you don’t want 
access, the Service Unit Chair can assist with the online portion.
If you have more than one daughter whose a Juliette, we will need this agreement for 
each of them. 
3. We ask that you attend this training as well as another training in January to walk 
you through that website called Smart Cookies
4. And last, but MOST importantly- the Cookie Program is our most visible and 
recognizable program of the year. Girls, parents and community members will be 
looking to you to set an example of what Girl Scouts are! Do your best to be the 
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example of how girls and families should act during this exciting time. 
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To manage all the cookies, orders, money and recognitions for the Cookie Program, 
we use an online order management site NOW called, Smart Cookies. The new Smart 
Cookies site can be linked to from the Bridge (as you see from the icon in the lower 
left hand corner).
(For those of you returning, this used to be known as Snap. Also- for those of you 
who may have participated before, Smart Cookies is now replacing COCO: Cookie 
Command, COCO direct and COCO mobile.
• Smart Cookies is one unified site, which means you’ll have one login that will allow 

you access to everything. Once you’re logged in you will be able to move from your 
troop page to your own daughters page. 

• Smart Cookies mobile, is the girl APP available for Android and Iphone users, 
where girls with their families can track their progress to goals, take orders, allow 
customers to order cookies for direct ship and keep customer information for 
future years. 

• Smart Cookies direct ship- is how customers now have the option to order cookies 
through a girls online store, and have them shipped directly to them using a credit 
card as payment. (we will go into more detail on that later in the training)

We take care of all the set up, and you will each get a login for Smart Cookies- if you 
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have already submitted your Agreement we spoke about on the last slide, then your 
Login will be emailed this week. 
NOTE: outlook.com; live.com; Hotmail.com; msn.com email addresses block emails 
coming from a noreply address. Please add noreply@abcsmartcookies.com to your 
safe sender list so that we can send you your login information and other system 
emails throughout the program. 

We won’t get too far into showing you Smart Cookies today, so that we can keep this 
training to about an hour. However, join us in January for a full walk through 
orientation to this great resource. Dates are listed on the Bridge!
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On the inside cover of the Juliette Guide you will find a list of materials you will 
receive to help implement the program. In the mail you’ll receive:
- A printed Juliette guide- this is also available in a digital copy on the bridge.
- Order card with a custom recognition insert just for juliettes
- A flier talking about Smart Cookies and how to get registered
- A money envelope
- And in the mail but sent separately- a Deposit Only card. If you already have one, 

you’ll just use the same one. 
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On page one of the guide you will find a full list of important dates and deadlines 
during the program. For today, I wanted to point out a few that are coming up the 
quickest.
January 1- you can begin contacting businesses to set up booths. 
January 4-5 will be Smart Cookies Training and that is very important for you to 
attend if you can. 
January 16- your first order of cookies is due, we call it the Initial Order
February 1- Girls can begin taking orders
February 3-8 Your Initial Orders will be delivered to your Service Unit and girls can 
begin delivering orders!

Please take some time to review the rest of the dates, and we will use the Shout Outs 
to remind you of the important things through out the program. 
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We have 9 varieties of cookies in this year’s line up. There are no new cookies this 
year, the S’More is returning as is the Gluten Free cookie Trios. 
(Smart Cookies Icon) This image is available as a flier in the Smart Cookies system. 
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The Gluten Free cookies are still being considered a pilot by ABC and are only 
available in a limited quantity. They will be available on your initial order, however if 
the demand exceeds our supply we may have to adjust orders. If we ever make 
changes to your order we will notify you first.
This year we have put the Gluten Free cookie information on the INSERT of your 
order card, we were not able to get it on the official card, however we tried to listen 
to volunteer feedback and get it on the insert so girls can show it to customers if they 
have them to sell. Also available, is a separate Gluten Free order card available on the 
Bridge. 

These cookies will most likely not be available to order more after the Initial Order-
however they can be exchanged at cookie cupboards, which we will talk more about 
in a little bit. In those cases they will be available first come first serve through walk 
up requests.
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Again, the Initial Order is the first chance you have to order cookies. This happens in 
January BEFORE the program starts so that girls can have cookies in hand for the 
majority of the program, and you can have cookies for your booth sales. This order 
should be based on data  (not from orders that your family has taken). We provide a 
tool to do this, and I’ll show you that on the next screen.
This order is placed using the Smart Cookies system- and there will be step by step 
guides and videos to help show you how to do that. We will also demonstrate it 
during our January webinars.

Your initial order is due January 16, all orders in each Service Unit are delivered 
together to the Service Unit Product Chair. They will notify you when they get their 
scheduled date and time.
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Here is a screen shot of the Initial Order estimator- this tab of the spreadsheet is 
specifically for RETURNING troops AND Juliettes. The yellow boxes are where you can 
enter information. 
If you have a Juliette number from last year, enter it in the first yellow box. If you’ve 
forgotten it, call or email and we’ll find it for you, the boxes below are going to pull up 
last year’s information. You’ll change the number of girls selling to 1, and the 
percentage of cookies you want to order in the initial order. 
These 3 things will calculate a recommended order for you and it will be shown in the 
colored columns below.

This is simply a tool to provide data and calculations, you are not required to order 
any amount of cookies. When you are placing your final order in Smart Cookies you 
can make any adjustment you would like.
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On the other tabs of this spreadsheet you will find recommendations for NEW 
Juliettes. There is a tab for each age level, but we will just look at brownies today.
Again, yellow cells can be customized. We provide the average sales data for the 
council, and you can choose what percent of cookies you would like to order in your 
initial order.
On the right hand side in the grey cells, we also show you which cookies are the most 
popular, and those percentages inform the number of recommended cases.

This is simply a tool to provide data and calculations, you are not required to order 
any amount of cookies. When you are placing your final order in Smart Cookies you 
can make any adjustment you would like.
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Now we are moving into information that will be relevant During the Program. To 
start, we’ll talk about how girls actually participate or sell cookies.
They have 4 options-
- Online using the Smart Cookies site, girls can begin on February 1
- Order-taking (and delivering later), girls can begin on February 1
- On-hand, this means waiting until cookies arrive before they approach customers, 

they can start as soon as your initial order is delivered
- And Booth Sales, these are the table set up at grocery stores where customers 

approach girls, and those can begin February 9th.

Dates are listed on the front of your guide, on page 1 in the Important Dates section, 
and starting on page 4 as well.
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The Smart Cookies system isn’t only for you to order cookies for your Girl Scout to 
sell, it’s also for her to sell cookies to customers online, set goals, track their progress 
and earn fun digital badges based on activities. 
Registration links will be sent directly to families in January. To clarify, you will have 
one login that you will use to place orders for cookies for your girls to sell, and then 
you will be able to move over to the Girl Dashboard where you can send customer 
ecards and have her sell cookies online.

Using the smart cookies system (and the smart cookies mobile app) girls can reach 
out to customers using E-cards. Customers will then have the option to pay for 
cookies online and have them delivered right from the bakery OR send their order 
back for a girl to deliver and collect payment for later. 

Direct Ship orders are great because there is no money exchanged, cookies moved or 
tracking needed. It’s all automatic. 
For Girl Delivery Orders however, you will need to place an order in the Volunteer 
side from a cupboard for those cookies and pick them up! then go back and deliver 
and collect the money. This is just like the paper order card that a lot of people are 
familiar with. To give credit for those cookies, you will need to physically move them 
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in the Smart Cookies system (something we show you in January, and will have short 
videos and guides to help you along as well)
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For those returning to the program, I wanted to point out a few key updates. 
- This year there is one e-card. Before you send it, you will have a check box to pick 

whether to allow girl delivery or not. For example: You may not want to give Uncle 
in San Diego the option to have cookies delivered by your Girl Scout, you may only 
want to give him the option to purchase online and have them shipped. (However, 
ecards sent through the mobile app will ALWAYS have both options, orders can be 
cancelled by the family if needed though)

- New this year, there is no minimum order! Customers can order 1 package or mix 
and match.

- That being said, there is flat rate shipping of $9.50. So realistically, it isn’t very 
feasible for someone to order 1 package of cookies for $4, and then pay over twice 
as much for shipping those cookies. BUT! They do have that option if they really 
want to go that route.

A couple other notes: average delivery 4-6 days but could be as fast as 2 days 
depending on US location 
No changes to the Cookie Share purchase, a processing fee of $1.25 will be applied to 
all orders with Cookie Share purchases (per order, NOT per package).
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Order taking is the most classic way girls choose to participate in the cookie program. 
It’s a great low risk way to teach girls the 5 skills. 
They take orders using their card, or the mobile app. Then go back and deliver 
cookies later after you have picked them up from a Cupboard (or from your first 
order)
During the cookie program we know there are a lot of girls trying to reach their goals. 
So we do ask that you stay in the area that you live and work when participating this 
way that way each scout has an opportunity to reach out to her community. 
Payment should be collected from customers when cookies are delivered.
To give the girl credit, you’ll need to transfer cookies in Smart Cookies by the end of 
the program. 
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The most common way that girls participate in the cookie program is through on-
hand selling. 
This is the primary reason for that initial order and has been shown to increase sales. 
Girls wait to approach customers until they have cookies in their hands. 
Customers get the instant gratification of getting the cookies as soon as they are 
approached, and families don’t have to make two trips to take an order an then 
deliver it. 
We still ask that you stick to their areas when participating this way, and you will still 
need to provide them with cookies. 
Be sure to deposit money that you are collecting frequently. To give the girl credit, 
you’ll have to process a transfer in the Smart Cookies system. 
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Finally, Booth Sales are a very common way that groups of girls participate and work 
towards goals together. As I mentioned before, this is where you book a time with a 
local business to set up a table and allow customers to approach you to purchase 
cookies. You stock your booth with cookies from your initial order, or from ordering 
more cookies from a Cookie Cupboard and payment is collected during each 
transaction. 
Once you are done, you deposit the money collect and then divide up the packages 
among the girls who worked that booth sale, and transfer them in Smart Cookies so 
they will get credit.
Juliettes must work either with another Juliette or a troop to host a booth. You can 
not set up and work a booth sale on your own.
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There are two types of booths. The ones that we set up as council staff and the ones 
you set up. 
Council-secured booths often have a cost associated or they are high volume areas 
that we want to give troops equal opportunity. We pay the fee for the booth and then 
you get to use it for free. 
These booth time slots are awarded during a lottery in January. You can sign up for 5 
times, and will be awarded no more than 3. In some instances, no times are awarded.
Any slots not assigned during the lottery are then opened up to be selected on a first 
come first serve basis in Smart Cookies. 
We open slots in rounds, we will open 3 to start and then if all the slots still aren’t 
taken we will open more up. We do it this way to try and prevent one troop from 
monopolizing one location.
Council- secured booths are open to all troops & juliettes in the council.
Please remember, if you sign up for and win a booth time slot- you may not work that 
time alone. You will need to be sure there is another girl scout or group with you.

Troop-secured locations can be set up starting January 1- you can set these up or you 
can have parents help you find locations as well. There is no cap for the number of 
troop secured locations you can set up, however if there are key locations in your 
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town that may need to be shared with other troops, please remember to be a sister 
and share times if needed. 
Just like with door to door sales we ask that you work with locations that are in the 
are you live and/or work. 
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To help with tracking we do provide a booth sale worksheet on the bridge. Totals still 
need to be entered into Smart Cookies so that girls can get credit, however this is a 
nice tool to keep track of cookies the day of the booth. 
If you have another tool you use and would be willing to share, send it to us and we’ll 
add it to the bridge.
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No matter what way a girl is selling, she may come across a customer who doesn’t 
want cookies or just wants to donate the girl money.
During the cookie program, all donations go towards Cookie Share! Donations 
purchase packages of cookies that are donated to local organizations like our military 
troops, food pantries and the American red cross. 

There are a couple ways people choose to track; if the customer gives a girl a 
donation there is a column on her order card to track these. 
If donations are collected at a booth sale, or change is donated from a purchase, 
volunteers will often wait until the end of the program to add up the total amount 
and then divide by $4 to find out how many packages have been sold to Cookie 
Share. 
These donations are also tracked in Smart Cookies, and are donated one of two ways.
(CLICK) If you have cookies on-hand left at the end of the program, you can donate 
those locally. 
However, if you’ve collected donations and you do not have cookies, or would like us 
to take care of donating packages, you’ll enter (CLICK) them as VIRTUAL  cookie share 
packages, and we will make one lump donation to our partner organizations at the 
end of the program. 
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Last year, we supported 5 different organizations, their logos are on the screen and 
include Soldier’s Angels, the National Guard, Iowa Food Banks, American Red Cross, 
and Sioux land Soldiers. 
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Chances are, your initial order of cookies won’t be enough OR if you choose to do 
Order-Taking only, you’ll need to place a planned order to get cookies during the 
program. 
Planned orders are the process you use in Smart Cookies to get more cookies. You 
have the option to order cookies from nearly 25 locations across the council, these 
locations are called Cookie Cupboards. I’ve referenced them a few times throughout 
the training so far. These locations are often buildings owned by volunteers that are 
donated space during the program, they also volunteer their time to fill these orders 
for you!
Each location will have hours based on their availability and all of that information 
can be found in Smart Cookies when you place your order, along with directions on 
how to get to the nearest Cookie Cupboard. 

Because of the time it takes to get cookies distributed ALL planned orders are due 
Sunday nights at midnight. This way Cupboard managers have time to pull and pack 
your order, and I can send delivery trucks out to them with your cookies. 

We also have different types of cupboards, that fill needs during peak times of the 
sale.
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- Super Cupboards are larger store front or warehouse locations that are secured 
and staffed by the council. They are open for order pick up 8 am- 6 pm or until all 
orders for that day are picked up. These locations stay open the entire length of 
the program and have the largest stocks of cookies. 

- Volunteer Cupboards, are just that. Girl Scout volunteers that have given up part of 
their space to house cookies, and fill orders for troops & juliettes in their area and 
surrounding areas. These locations are also open the entire length of the program.

- Rolling Cupboards, are delivery trucks that serve areas that don’t have the space or 
volunteer for a physical location, a truck is scheduled for a certain time once a 
week, and you can place and order and pick it up right off the truck. These 
cupboards are only open for the first few weeks of the sale when the demand is 
the highest. 

- Cookie Jars, EXACTLY the same as volunteer cupboards, however they are named 
differently because they also are only open for the first few weeks of the program.  
These locations are often smaller in size and can only hold enough cookies to fill 
the orders for the week. 

All addresses, pick up times, and contact information can be found in Smart Cookies, 
you will be able to search a map or pull a report of every location if you would like 
one complete list. 
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For a short period of two weeks at the beginning of the sale, we know the demand is 
the highest. Cookies are flying out of cars and off booth sales tables and you’ll 
probably need more much quicker. 
To accommodate this, our Super Cupboard locations provide express ordering. Still 
using the Planned Order system in Smart Cookies, you will be able to place orders 
until noon, the day before you plan to pick up. 
Pick Up days are the 13, 14 and 15, then the 20, 21, 22 of February and you have until 
noon the day before each of those days to order. 
After the cut of at noon on the 21st, all orders are due on Sunday nights the rest of 
the program Just like all the other cupboards. 

The first pick up day after the 22 will be March 1
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With 9 different varieties of Cookies you may find that you need to exchange less 
popular varieties, OR you may be sitting on extra cookies another troop needs. 
You are able to give cookies to other troops, or exchange them if they have 
something you need in return. In any of these cases the cookies need to be in 
excellent condition. 
The terms “troop to troop” and “troop to Cupboard” are a direct reflection of the 
terms used in Smart Cookies. In the system you’ll be operating as a troop with one 
girl, so while it uses that term we know it really means a Juliette in some cases.

When giving or receiving cookies from another troop, make sure you get receipts, and 
do the transfers in the system as well. 

You can also exchange with a Cookie Cupboard too! The best way to do this, is for 
example. You might have 3 cases of Short bread cookies you don’t want. Put an order 
in the system for 3 cases of cookies you do want, Lets say Thin Mints. Then when you 
come to pick those up, bring the Shortbreads back with you. This way you get the 
cookies you want and need. You can come to the cupboard other times to exchange, 
however varieties aren’t guaranteed if you don’t have an order in the system.
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You are responsible for paying for any cookies you receive for your Juliette to sell. 
You’ll do this by using your Deposit Only card, provided by the council. As customers 
are paying for their cookies and giving you money, you’ll deposit this in any bank 
location near you. Be sure to always use your PIN number for your card, whether you 
are depositing at an ATM or in a physical location.

Deposits should be made frequently, or we may not allow you to pick up more 
cookies, until you’ve paid for the ones you’ve already taken. 
You also always have the option to drop money off at a council office location as well.
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Juliettes earn Program Credits instead of Troop Proceeds. These program credits can 
be used to pay for events, trips, camps, in our girl scout shops and the online shop. 
They can even use credits to pay for their Girl Scout membership.
Credits can only be shared by sisters or Girl Scouts living in the same household.

These are loaded onto an account number and emailed to each family in April at the 
end of the program. Girls have until September 15th of next year to use them as they 
see fit.

Juliette families will know how much they earn at which levels by looking at their 
Juliette Guide & we also have a customer recognition insert for them as well that lists 
levels at which they earn these credits.
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Another version of credits girls can earn are called COOKIE DOUGH. Program credits 
earned through the Cookie Program are called Cookie Dough and girls begin earning 
them at 24 packages, and can add on additional amounts as they sell more.
Cookie Dough award levels are listed on the insert of the order card.

These are loaded onto an account number and emailed to each family in April at the 
end of the program. Girls have until September 15th of next year to use them as they 
see fit.
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Patches are earned by each girl individually based on how she participates before and 
during the program. 
These images are listed on the back of the Juliette Guide, and on the order card. 
Descriptions of how they are earned are listed as well.

I did want to call out a few, the Cookie University, Cookie Rally and Cookie Kick Off 
badges are earned BEFORE the program by attending those specific events. Kick Offs 
and Universities are listed on our council event Listings and Rallies are hosted at the 
Service Unit Level and your SUPC will notify you if they are having one locally. 

This year we are trying something new with “instant” patches as well! The online 
patch will be sent out directly to each girl who has set up an online Smart Cookies 
account, those will be sent out weekly.
Then for girls who get a smart cookies order, will earn the Smart Cookies 2018 patch 
also mailed directly to her, orders will be checked and patches sent out each week. 

All other patches are shipped out at the end of the program to each SUPC who will 
then divide them by troop and get them out to you to get to famililes.
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On top of patches and Cookie Dough- girls also earn fun theme related prizes at 
certain sales levels. On the screen is a screen shot of the recognition insert that will 
come with your order cards. Here you can see where girls will have the option to add 
on cookie dough INSTEAD of choosing certain items. 

These are also the items that Cad, Sen, and ambassador Girl Scouts can choose to opt 
out of to earn more Program Credits. 

These items are cumulative, so she earns the item at the highest level she reaches, 
and everything below it. You will place the order for these items at the end of the 
program in Smart Cookies and they will be bulked shipped to the service Unit product 
chair to sort and distribute.
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At  our highest recognition levels, girls have the opportunity to individually decide to 
opt out of the other recognitions for some big ticket items. 
These items include, an Apple iPad Mini with case OR 1 free camp session; a laptop 
with case; and Unlimited Camp!
These recognitions are distributed by the council staff, they will not be in your 
shipments. 

While girls must opt out of the items like the t-shirt, stuffed animals, etc- they will still 
earn all the patches and any events.

Cad, Senior, Amb Juliettes who have opted out of recognitions for more program 
credits are not eligible for these items.
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Your girl also has the opportunity to earn Events as rewards!
at 250 pkg s, they’ll get free entrance to the Gimme S’more mud run September of 
next year. 
At 400 pkgs, they can attend a Trampoline Park or Water Park Adventure, all on July 
15 at multiple locations through out the council.

Full event details are provided on page 6 of the Juliette Guide.
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So at this point we’ve talked about how to get ready, how to get cookies, how girls 
will sell them, what you earn and great experiences girls can have by selling cookies. 
These two slides talk about some option, fun contests your Girl Scout has the option 
of participating in.

First is the National Cookie Pro Contest. Girls enter individually between January 2 
and April 30 by submitting a “resume” online at girlscouts.org/cookiepro. That link 
will be on the bridge and is listed on page 6 of the volunteer guide.
The resume should include any cookie badges she’s earned and the skill she learned. 
What she’s planning to do with cookie earnings, and her best selling tips for crushing 
cookies sale goals like a pro!

All girls who submit their resume will have the opportunity to purchase the cookie 
pro patch shown on the screen.
6 winners (1 per age level) will be chosen to win prizes such as being featured on a 
cookie box and an all expense paid trip to New York City and our national Girl Scout 
headquarters on 5th avenue!
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Locally we also offer a promotion for your cookie customers! Buy 5 and win
encourages your customers to purchase 5 packages of cookies and if they do they can 
fill out the entry form shown on the screen to be entered into a drawing for a year’s 
worth of cookies (52 packages). They can fill out 1 form for every set of 5 they 
purchase. All forms must be submitted to a council office by March 30, and we will 
draw 10 winners. 

We try to keep form sorted into regions (ie, Council Bluffs, Fort Dodge, Sioux city) and 
draw 2 winners from each to make sure it’s spread evenly.
Winners will be notified by April 20, and group or Juliette who sold to that customer 
will be given a Shout Out on Facebook if they have filled in their information on the 
order form

Forms and complete rules are listed on the Bridge. Basic details are listed in your 
Juliette Guide on page 8
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We made through! Thank you for taking time to attend and watch this training. 
Here’s what’s next, take a look at your Juliette  guide- we covered the high points, but 
be sure to review important dates and order deadlines. The program goes smoothly 
when we all work together. 
Watch for your materials in the mail
Set goals! How high do they want to reach? What prizes do they want to earn? 
And finally Don’t forget to mark down January for Smart Cookies training- we’ll do a 
full walk through the brand new website, including the volunteer and girl dashboards. 
You won’t want to miss it. 
Book mark the bridge!!! It will be a life saver over the next few months.
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The Cookie Program is like no other, and it’s people like you that make it possible for 
thousands of girls each year to have this unique opportunity to grow and learn so 
much. 
Thank you for the time you give, the miles you drive and the space in your home you 
give up to make this happen. It doesn’t go un noticed and we truly couldn’t do it 
without you. 
Thank you
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